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Greetings to the Adrian Empire,
               I hope the LoRR for December 2004 meets with most of your approval.
I believe that with the commitment I have seen so far from the officers of the college that 
this upcoming year will prove to be an eventful one. We are all committed to processing
registrations in a timely matter and on alert to keep proper records. I have a few bits of
information I would like to extend to you all.

Computer Generated Graphics on device forms:
 The chief members of the college have reviewed this policy and with the consent of
Their Imperial Majesties feel that from this time forward computer generated graphics on
device forms will be accepted. Arms created with colored pencils and crayons will not be
accepted still. After reviewing this bulk of 120 or so device’s, I felt that it would be unfair
to send back so many that were created with colored pencils, since so many had waited so
long for some sort of reply. But from this time on all forms presented in this manner will
be immediately returned by the Regional Deputy’s.

New Device Registration Form:
      There is a new device registration form that is currently available on the Yahoo
Heraldry Group in the file named “New Business”. We are making efforts now to have it
available on the Adrian Empire website in the library and in the College of Arms section.



Precedents and Policy’s - Reference Guide
    In an effort to reduce the frustration felt by many in researching and understanding the
policies of the College of Arms in the Adrian Empire. We have compiled a guide that
references all documented precedents issued by the College. This Also is available on the
Yahoo Heraldry Group in the file named “New Business”. We are making efforts now to
have it available on the Adrian Empire website in the library and in the College of Arms
section

Dead Line for Black Hole and Missing Device’s
      It is readily known that in the past, through problems within the College and acts of
the universe, that device’s have turned up missing. Many have struggled to correct this
problem in the past six months, yet the devices are still showing up out of the wood work.
It is my concern that the college will never be able to truly correct these discrepancies. In
a way I feel that it is necessary that we in a sense start from the beginning. Hence forth
any device claimed to be submitted to the College from the inception of registration in the
Adrian Empire up to Sept 1, 2004, must be resubmitted to the College by January 7,
2005. Proper Documentation must be sent, and any claims of registration must have
documentation. Verbal registrations are not recognized by this administration and there is
plenty of evidence to support that the previous administrations did not accept it either. As
of January 7, 2005 all submissions will be considered new and held accountable to
current policies.

Checklist of Armory
         Within two weeks we will be sending to every subdivision a packet. You will get in
your packet a list of all armory registered to your local Kingdom, Duchy, or Shire. Please
show it to your Crowns and Estates. If you do not get such a list, that means your region
has no armory registered to it.
Along with this list will be a Letter for you to give to your Crown. It will list all of the
armory on it. Please check off all of the armory for Estates in your region which have
been defunct for 3 years or so (or however long you and your Crown deem appropriate),
and have your Crown sign it. This needs to be returned to the Imperial Sovereign of Arms
not later than January 15, 2005.

 If you have two Crowns, please have both of them sign the letter. There is a space for
you to check off if your region does not wish to release any armory.
These letters MUST be returned. They are MANDATORY. If I do not receive your
region’s letter by the deadline, I will assume that you want ALL of your armory released.
I apologize for the short time, but it shouldn’t take long to fill out the letter and mail it
back to me. The list of released Estate armory should be published in the next LoRR.
If you have any questions, please contact me as soon as possible.



Education
            Out of the 39 arms returned in this LoRR, almost half had violations from the
first page of The Heraldry Manual.. Perhaps it is from a lack of reading and perhaps it is
from a lack of education provided from the College. We shall attempt to correct both
situations in the upcoming year. Please be on the look out for up coming education from
the College.

I wish you all a safe holiday and thoughts of goodwill for you and your loved ones.

Sincerely,
Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd
Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Registered
Adria

 Imperial Culinary Guild   Estate  Adria (2004/Nov)
Purpure, a pretzel or

Albion

 Albion   Badge K-Albion Nov (2004)
   Fieldless, a fleur de lis azure

 Albion   Estate K-Albion (2004/Nov)
Azure, a fleur de lis or surmounted by a lions head caboshed crowned
argent

 The DPS Sea-Monkey   Estate Badge  K-Albion(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a Ape gules.

 Pirate Cove of Albion   Badge K-Albion (2004/Nov)



Sable, a lions face enfiled of two shin bones in saltire argent.

 Guild of the Scarlet Needle  Device K-Albion (2004/Nov)
Argent, a needle threaded gules.

 Ana Kase   Badge K-Albion (2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a swan addorssed sable, and in chief a mullet of eight points
argent
.

 Dadoo   Device K-Albion (2004/Nov)
     Argent, a cross crosslet fitchee in sinister base, in canton upon
                 A chief  potente sable, a cross crosslet fitchee argent                             

 
 Elain Grae   Device K-Albion(2004/Nov)

Azure, two dolphins haurient addorssed and cojoined argent.

 Paianjeh O’Deaghaidh   Device K-Albion(2004/Nov)
Vert, a spider within a orle argent

 Rosalynne de Silva   Device K- Albion (2004/Nov)  
Gyronny of eight argent and azure each charged with a quill
counterchanged.  

 Rosalynne deSylva   Badge K-Albion(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, in fess a quill contourne argent and a quill azure

 Talliyah Rose Blackhawk   Device K-Albion (2004/Nov)
Azure, a sea horse maintaining a bow armed , upon a bordure argent an
orle of seven thistles slipped and leaved vert.

Alahambra

 Alahambra   Badge  AD-Alahambra(2004/Nov)
  Per pale argent and gules three mullets of eight points
counterchanged 

Aragon

Brandenburg

 House St. Brides  Estate  AD-Brandenburg (2004/Nov)
Argent, a tree eradicated vert between three triquetra sable



Castilles
 John the Lion   Device K-Castilles(2004/Nov)

Per pale azure and or, a cross gules
 House DeMuse  Estate   K-Castilles(2004/Nov)

Gules, a sphinx couchant within a bordure or

 March of Hygrove   Estate K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per chevron inverted or and azure, a chevron inverted gules in base a two
towered Castle argent and in chief a mullet sable

 House of White Phoenix   Estate K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per chevron inverted sable and vert, overall a phoenix argent issuant
from flames or

 Illura Llywelyn  Device   K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Azure, two serpents entwined respectant argent and in chief two mullets or

 Velvet of Clophill   Device K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per chevron inverted argent and azure, in base a horse head couped
argent

 County of Stella Notte   Estate K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per chevron inverted argent and gules, a chevron inverted or and in chief
a mullet sable

 Alfred of Clophill   Device k-Castilles ( 2004/Nov)
Per chevron inverted vert and sable, a chevron inverted or

 House Clophill   Estate K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per chevron inverted gules and or, two halberds in saltire debased sable

 House Grey   Estate K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per chevron inverted azure and gules, overall a hippgriff passant argent

 Tara Callahan   Device K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Gules, on a pale argent three mullets in pale sable

 House Sinestre   Estate K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Or, a unicorn rampant sable and a chief rayonny gules

 Iowerth Llyweln   Device K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per fess sable and azure, in chief a mullet between two crescents argent,
in base a serpent nowed argent



 Leofwine Reeve   Device K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per Pale azure and sable a dragon argent supporting a pelican in her
piety or.

  Lucius Dalivaas   Device K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Sable, crusilly fitchy or.

 Rowena Dalivass  Device K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Argent, a pegasus rampant sable

 Wynn de Lyte   Device K-Castilles(2004/Nov)
Per bend sable and vert, a arrow or.

Dunvegan

 Duchy of Dunvegan  Estate D-Dunvegan(2004)/Nov)
Per pale vert and azure a pale wavy or, overall a castle argent

Esperence

 House Caffeum   Estate K-Esperance(2004)/Nov)
Argent, a coffee plant vert

 Dmitri Lukin   Device K-Esperance(2004/Nov)
Quarterly or and azure, overall a double-headed eagle sable.

 Dame Marion Leal Durius   Device K-Esperance (2004/Nov)
Vert, a oak tree eradicated and on a chief or, three acorns proper

 Ray the Red  Device K-Esperance (2004/Nov)
Or, a dragon statant contourne gules

 Maedb Hawkins   Device K-Esperance (2004/Nov)
Azure, a salamander erminois

Kildare

 Duchy of Kildare Estate D-Kildare(2004/Nov)
Per pale argent and sable a oak tree fructed counterchanged



 Duchy of Kildare  Badge Estate D-Kildare(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a acorn argent

 Duchy of Kildare Badge Estate D-Kildare(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a acorn sable

 Duchy of Kildare Badge Estate D-Kildare(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a acorn slipped and leaved sable

 Duchy of Kildare Badge Estate D-Kildare(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a acorn slipped and leaved argent

 House Lochlann   Badge  D-Kildare(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a chalice argent

 House Lochlann   Badge  D-Kildare(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a horseshoe inverted argent

Sangrael
 Squire Spyro of Sangrael   Device D-Sangrael(2004/Nov)

Per bendy pilly iissuant from the sinister azure and vert a demi 
dragon argent

Terre Nueve

 House Y Ddraig op Rhyfel   Estate K- Terre Neuve(2004/Nov)
Per pale argent and sable a dragon sergeant gules in
Chief five kinks of chain counterchanged

 Claire Tonnesdtr   Device K-Terre Neuve(2004/Nov)
Gules, a estoile or

 Eric Svartr   Device K-Terre Neuve( 2004/Nov)
Per chevron azure and vert, a chevron between three mullets of twelve
points or.

  Combat Academy  Device K-Terre Neuve(2004/Nov)
Sable, upon a pile gules fimbrated a annulet or enfiled of a sword
inverted argent

 Ann Bryce of Kincraig   Device  K- Terre Nueve (2004/Nov)
Vert fretty argent, on a chief argent three chaplets vert

 Lady Eiliagh d’Aitzarra  Device K- Terre Nueve (2004/Nov)



Vert, a bend sinister cotised argent, over all a wolf courant sable

 Tuatha Ceole   Device K-Terre Nueve (2004/Nov)
Vert, a maidens bust contourne and in chief two harps or

 Order of the Jaculatus    Estate K- Terre Nueve(2004/Nov)
Argent, within a annulet azure a roundel gules.

 Talian Bran McNeil   Device K- Terre Nueve(2004/Nov)
Per pal vert and sable, a scimitar enfiling a annulet and in chief three 
Decrescents argent

 Lady Isabel McDonnan  Device K-Terre Nueve(2004/Nov)
Per pale azure and vert a chalice or

 Lady Elissa McDonnan   Device K- Terre Nueve(2004/Nov)
Azure, a swan and a bordure wavy argent.

 Tailan Bran McNeil   Badge K- Terre Nueve (2004/Nov)
Vert, a decrescent argent.

 March Where Dat Al Row   Badge K- Terre Nueve (2004/Nov)
Gules, a hunting horn or

 Lord Valcoline the Frozen   Device K-Terre Nueve(2004/Nov)
Per bend sinister gules and sable three mallets argent, a bordure per bend
Sinister sable and gules

 House Silver Talon  Estate K-Terre Nueve (2004/Nov)
Azure, a dragons talon couped argent

Umbria

 Lady Shahara Destiny   Device K-Umbria(2004/Nov)
Per bend sinister purpure and azure a harp or.

 Dame Dominika Delafor   Device  K-Umbria(2004/Nov)
Ermine, a pale purpure

 Dame Cimindri Delafort   Device  K-Umbria(2004/Nov)
Per bend sinister or and azure in dexter chief a crescent azure.

 Isabella McShane   Device  K-Umbria (2004/Nov)
Per bend sinister argent and azure in bend a heart and a heart reversed

     Counterchanged 



 House Dracon Danika Estate K-Umbria(2004/Nov)
Per pale sable and gules,  three mullets one and two and in chief fesswise
a Scimitar or.

York

  House Craobh Taigh   Estate K-York(2004/Nov)
Per fess argent and sable. a tree eradicated and withered counterchanged

 Deidre MaeFaere   Device K-York(2004/Nov)
Gyronny gules and argent, a raven overall sable

 Deidre MaeFaere   Device K-York(2004/Nov)
Per pale gules and sable, upon a chief argent three ravens sable

 L’Bet’e deAcmd  Badge K-York(2004/Nov)
Fieldless, a osprey aileron displayed inverted or

 Dame Fionnghualla Inghean Ruaidhni   Badge K-York(2004/Nov)
Sable, a lozenge or surmounted by a rose purpure baerbed and seeded
proper.

 Dame Fionnghualla Inghean Ruaidhni   Device K-York (2004/Nov)
Sable. Lozengy or a semy of roses purpure barbed and seeded proper

 Govannon   Device K-York(2004/Nov)
Purpure, a bend or overall a stags head couped affronte counterchanged

 Dame Isabella Maria de Magdelena   Device K-York (2004/Nov)
Or, two lions Salient respectant supporting a rose purpure barbrd and 
seeded or

 Sir Bleyz MacBruce Device K-York Approved[2004/Nov]
Per bend sinister argent and vert;  a cup counterchanged

 House Cu Taigh   Estate K-York(2004/Nov)
Argent, a chevron betweeb three talbots sable

 Barony of Triskelle   Estate K-York (2004/Nov)
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs and a orle argent.

 House deAcmd  Estate K-York(2004/Nov)



Gules, a tierce argent

Returns

Albion
Garreth Grae              Per fess dovetailed vert and argent, in chief a wolf mainting a
                                      Bow drawn and armed argent.

 Returned for redraw. Fess line must sit higher than the  Nombril 
                                      point

Mayra la Cornix       Fieldless, three feathers inverted cojoined at the quill sable.

                                     Returned for documentation of  period style

Sir Justin Kase          Per quarterly gules and argent each charged with a

                                   Crowned ape Counterchanged.
                                      Returned for Violation of Marshaling

Caoimbe O’Raghallaigh     Per bend checky gules and argent and sable, in base
                                               A smiths tongs between two mullets argent.
                                             Final Return. This device as been presented before
                                              in July of 2000. No changes have been made, previous
                                             rulings stand
                                              

House Seawolf           Azure, A seawolf argent
                                     Returned. This id not a proper heraldic “seawolf”.  It is more
                                     Of a were-merwoman. Of which there is no evidence to 
                                     Support its use.

Guild of Good Eats    Fieldless,  two spoons in chief argent, a kettle sable with fire
                                    Proper
                                    Returned for redraw. Please place spoons in a proper period 
                                     Style and posture.

Sir Ardon the Bastard  1.  Fieldless, a eight pointed compass gules.



                                           2.   Per saltire gules and sable a 8 pointed compass argent.
                                           Returned for Violation of HMRRA III. B. This is not a 

     Period representation of a compass. Please consult with your

                                         Herald to find a proper charge

Captain Kern Thanos    Per fess potente sable and azure, a bow and in chief a

                                       arrow Fesswise argent.
                                         Returned for Violation of HMRRA I. B. 1. a.

Captain Kern Thanos       Argent, a bend sinister between two skulls sable

                                            Conflict. Canton of Avernus – Argent, a bend sinister sable
                                           I cd for addition of charges

Lady Brie        Per chevron inverted wavy sable and purpure, two winged sea-
                         Unicorns respectant in base.
                          Returned for Violation of HMRRA I. B. 1. a.

Kailere O’Shea    Sable, two wyverns addorsed or, in chief a bar rayonny gules 
                               Fimbrated or.
                               Returned for violation of HMRRA III. G.

Jarl Kobold      Per fess wavy azure and sable, on the fess line a drakkar argent.
                               Returned mainly for violation of HMRRA I. B. 1. a.

Guild of Scarlet Needle    Fieldless, A needle threaded  piercing the field gules.
                                           Return for violation of HMRRA III. You cannot
                                           Pierce the field, especially when it is fieldless

Sir Gwyllum ap Dudrane    Azure, a griffin sergeant or.
                                               Conflict. Trahern Price – Azure a griffin passant or
                                               Posture chanes must significantly change the apperance
                                               No cd’s

  
.

Mayrula Cornix          Argent, a pall between three tri-feather(wings?) sable
Returned for redraw and clarification. Use of thin line 

                                     heraldry with the pall, it should be at least 1/5 to 1/3 the size of  
                                    the field.



Bardic Guild       Per pale azure and argent, comedy tragedy     

                          Masks counterchanged
                               Returned for redraw.  Charge’s must be faceing forward or to the 
                              Side, not at angles or 3 dimensionaly

Aragon

Barony dela Oceanis di Mortis        Sable, a unicorn rampant argent.
                                                          Conflict. Catrina O’Shaughnessy- fieldless
                                                           A unicorn rampant argent. 1 cd for field

Brandenburg

Lord Jordan of Marlborough   Per Chevron Sanguine and Ermines  a chevronel 
                                                     Argent.
                                                     Returned. Diminutives of Ordinaries must be used in
                                                     multiple numbers. If this was intended to be a
                                                     chevron, then the size needs to increase to at least 1/3
                                                     to 1/5 the breadth of the field. Also Sanguine is not  
                                                     an acceptiable tincture in Adria

Castilles

March of Hygrove          Per chevron inverted or and azure, a chevron inverted  

                                            gules In chief a mullet sable and in base a two towered
                                           Castle argent. 
                                         Returned for Compexity. Or 1, Azure 2, Gules 3, Sable 4,
                                         Argent 5,  Chevron 6,  Mullet 7,  Castle 8, Per chevron 9.

Chesapaeke
                        
Captain Roger Jolie        Sable, a fret gules fimbriated or.
                                         Returned for redraw, and Violation of HMRRA III.G.



Dragons Mist

House Lochlann      Azure, a chevron argent between two horseshoe’s inverted and
                                   A chalice argent.
                                  Conflict. Duchy of Somerset- Azure, a chevron between three 
                                   Lions argent. Only 1 cd for type change.

Esperance

Luren de Wilson    Quarterly azure and vert, a panther or pellety sable incenced
                                  Gules.
                                 Returned. All panthers must be presented argent and spotted of all 
                                 Tincture’s ( except argent). See policies and prescedents Monster 
                                 2.
Razi Bint Sabra        Sable, a cat’s head caboshed or on a chief argent three paws
                                    Prints sable.
                                    Returned for a redraw, face’s of animals must be presented in 
                                   Heraldic format. Meaning that they must face either completely
                                   Forward or completely to the side. Not at what appears to be an 
                                    Angled view. Since the was presented before the current ruling 
                                    About Paws, we will waive this violation.

Sangrael 

Ducky of Sangrel   Per Quarter azure and vert, in one and four a duck
contourne or    

             in two a crescent or and in four a mullet or.
                                 Returned for violation of marshaling.

Squire Roseof Sangrael    Quarterly vert and or, in 1 and 4 a cat sable, and 2
and 3 a 
                                             Cat or,  overall a rose gules.
                                             Returned for violation of Marshaling

Terre Nueve



Callon Corey                Azure, a cross fitchy gyronny or and argent
                                       Conflict. Prince Jehan—Azure a cross crosslet argent
                                        And HMRRA XI. D. 1.

Christiana                        Argent, a cinquefoil argent leafed purpure and stemed vert
                                          Within a bordure per pale azure and vert.
                                          Returned for violation of HMRRA III. A.
                                           Not presented as a period style cinquefoil.

Sir Ivan Mannochmore    Per pale gules and sable, a maltese cross  enfiled by two
                                            Arrows inverted in saltire surmont’e  within a bordure 
                                            Argent.
                                             Returned for nonperiod style. Please note the use of 
                                            “Surmont’e” instead of “surmounted” as presented.
                                            “Surmont’e” is a modern French term used for            
                                             describing a charge above another. The crescent is 
                                             presented in a cojoined fashion . Move the crescent to 
                                             a more chiefly point .

Marquis Sir Tailan McNeil    Per pall azure sable and vert, three castles argent.
                                                  Returned for violation of HMRRA I. B. 1. b.
                                                  Must use two colors and one metal, or the reverse. 

Dame Akira Krastel      Per fess embattled sable and vert, a gauntlat argent
                                         And in chief three escallops or.
                                         Returned for violation of HMRRA I. B. 1. a.  Suggest
                                         Using a plain line of division.

Sir Tailan McNeil         Vert, a sword enfiled of a annulet argent in a chief sable 
                                         Three decrescents argent.
                                         Returned for tincture violation. A chief is not a line of 
                                         Division, but an ordinary. HMRRA I. B. does not aply
                                         And currently neither does HMRRA I. A. .

Sir Gunthar the Grey   Vert, in saltire a lute proper and a quill argent
   Returned. A lute proper being brown violates the rule of

                                       Tincture. Brown is a color and cannot be placed on vert.
   Plus the crossing of the charges makes the device 

                                       indistinguishable at a distance

Casa draron de Oro     Per bend sinister or and purpure, in chief  dexter a rose

                                      gules  barbed seeded and leafed proper and in base         



                                   sinister a dragons head and a wing issuant from sinister or.

                                        Non period use of dragon charge.  Must provide  
                                       documentation for this type of charge/ posture 

Kurln Maskos              Per saltire vert and azure, a fusill couped fesswise argent
                                      Returned. A fusil is a elongated lozenge, the representation  
                                      provided is in the dimensions of a lozenge. It is a rarity for an  
                                      ordinary to be couped. Submitter must provide            
                                      documentation of examples for fusils being couped.

Umbria

 Al Sayyida farisa Nisha      Purpure, a rose argent
                                               Conflict. Isabeau de Ravenne- Sable, a rose argent.
                                                Only 1 cd.

Sir Pavo Rosalia           Azure, a cross fitchy at all points argent
                                      Conflict. Prince Jehan—Azure a cross crosslet argent
                                     This was presented as a mullet of four ponts. Mullets may have
5 
                                    And greater points, but not less. No cd’s

Domain Adrian Thunder    Sable, within a annulet crested countercrested a St. 

                                               Anthony Cross or.
                                               Returned for documentation of evidence And none 
                                               period armory.  Crested is a Complex  line divison that
                                               dates to be of 20th century Origins.

Gartano Antolii         Per pale azure and gules a wheel surrounded by two 

                                   scimitars Argent.
                                    Returned for redraw. I used the blazon provided, because
                                    I was unable to blazon what was truly presented. This is
                                    A version of slot machine heraldry. Please have the charges 
                                    Placed in proper heraldic positions on the field. 

Isle De Los Mortis      Per pale gules and sable, a deaths head argent
                                     Conflict. Guild of De Mortis. Only 1 cd for change
                                     Of at least half of the field



York

Canton of Cheshire   Gules, a lion dormant within a bordure or
                                     Conclicts with House deMuse – Gules, a sphinx with in 
                                     A bordure or. Only 1 cd of difference, though this could be      
                                     considered simple armory the overwhelming visual  
                                     resemblance is also grounds. The original submission date       
                                    for Cheshire was Aug 2004, DeMuse’s was May 2004. 

Release’s

Castilles

March of Norfolk   
    
County of Canterbury---- Transfered to York as Barony of
Canterbury 10/2004

House De Medici------Transfered to York as House De Medici
10/2004 

House Bordeaux 

House Wessex ------Transfered to York as House Wessex
10/2004
      

Kingdom of Esperance   

                                  House Amber                                      

                          Canton Loch Lave

                       Kingdom of Aragon     



          
                     House Quincannon 

Willed Arms   

York

  I, Iorwerth ap Anarawd (Edward the Brute), as Sire of the House of Corr and
leader of the remaining majority of the Estate, do hereby will the arms of the House
of Corr described as “Vert; An arrow inverted flaunched or.”  to Gowen Corr (J.P.
DoValle) for his personal use, or whichever use he deems fit.  Effective immediately.

Esperance    
         
Device of Sir Morgan MacCanna is hereby willed to his wife Rebecca Jean McCann
Per pale sable and vert, a boar statant contourne argent.


